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Abstract

In this paper two adaptive algorithms are presented for the solution of systems of evolu

tive one-dimensional Partial Differential/ AIgebraic Equations (PDAEs).
A spatial discretization based on finite difference approximations on arbitrarily spaced

grids: transforms the original problem in a set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs),
solved via an implicit integrator package (DASSL). The temporal integration is coupled with
a spatial adapting strategy. The identification of the spatial subdomains: where the introduc
tion of grid adaptivity is needed, is done through the comparison of the solutions computed
with two fixed grids of different sizes. The subproblems generated are solved by two adaptive
strategies: the Grid Refinement Method (GRM), that refines the subgrids detected in the
previous step, and the Moving Mesh Method (MMM), that includes an additional differential
equation for the nodal mobility in each original subproblem.

ln this paper, these algorithms were successfully applied to the solution of two prob
lems: an isothermal tubular reactor model and a fiame propagation system described by
two PDEs referring to fuel mass density and temperature dynamics. The performance of
each algorithm is compared to the results obtained by Duarte [1], based on the application
of a formulation of the Moving Finite Elements Method, with cubic Hermite polynomials
approximations. The MMM algorithm revealed its robustness in dealing with the chosen
models. The GRM algorithm originated poorer results, mainly due to errors associated with
the boundary conditions procedure.

1 Introduction

Several problems in Engineering can be properly simulated by the solution of evolutive Di!

ferentialj Algebraic Systems where the influence of diffusionaljconvective phenomena is very
important. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we only study one-dimensional problelDS,

but the specific algorithms developed here, are easily extended to multidimensional domains. In
the case of hyperbolic systems, the weight of the convective terms is dominant. This factor roar

lead to the development of steep moving waves or discontinuities on the solution profiles .. tI
Most of the numerical strategies used for the solution of this kind of problems are dIfec Y
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inspired by the widely known Method of Unes: first, the derivatives over one of the independent
variables (generally the spatial one) are estimated by algebraic formulas (in this case, finite dif
ference appraximations). 50, the continuous domain is discretized to a grid of points, where the
solution is computed. By now, the original PDE problem is transformed in a complex, but easier
to solve, system of ODEs, that is integrated over the remaining independent variable (in this
work the temporal one) by a numerical integrator software (the DASSL implicit BDF formula
package [5]).

The finite difference weights are estimated by a recursive scheme developed by Fornberg [2],
for arbitrarily spaced grids, and by a strategy inspired by Schiesser [7], for the evaluation of
weights associated with Neumann boundary conditions.

When the solution develops very large spatial gradients, in areas that move with time, the
overall grid has to be very dense, to reproduce correct1y the numerical results without intro
ducing large numerical instability, which leads to unreasonable computational times. ln these
cases, such problems can be overcome by the introduction of mobility criteria for the positions of
the nodes in the grid, on the regions of the spatial domain where the solution activity is higher
(the spatial solution gradients are larger) and the advance of the temporal integration is more
diflicult. Therefore, the grid adapts itself to the specific characteristics of the solution in each
region of the domain, and these type of algorithms are designated by Adaptive Methods.

ln this paper, two adaptive algorithms are developed, that basically apply two important
regridding techniques, widely studied by severa I authors:

• Grid Refinement and Relaxation [3] - lntroduction of additional nodes and elimination
of useless ones from an initial grid. Based on a estimation discretization error procedure
for each time step, several grids are constructed with various sizes or refinement levels
through all the spatial domain, over which the problem is solved. Nodes are added in the
areas of major solution activity (Grid Refinement) and removed fram regions where the
spatial gradients are lower (Mesh Relaxation) .

• Dynamical Node Displacement [4, 6] - Using selected properties of the solution, additional
partial differential equations are deduced, that describe the movement of the nodal posi
tions during the solution of the problem. These equations are computed together with the
original differential system, that obviously has to be transposed to the related dynamical
coordinate set of independent variables.

2 Adaptive Numerical Algorithms

ln this paper, two adaptive mesh algorithms are described for one-dimensional evolutive systems
of AIgebraic-Differential Equations that can be resumed by the following general model:

G(y.l = O

subjected to the boundary conditions:

.!f.(ZL, t) = .!f.L(t)

.!f.(zR, t) = .!f.R(t)

and the initial condition:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Both algorithms are structured in two main stages:
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• Stage 1 - Estimation of the spatial discretization error and identification ofthe subdomains
where adaptation is needed .

• Stage II - Solution of the subproblems generated in the former stage, by the introduction
of an adaptive grid technique.

2.1 Stage I - Discretization Error Estimation

This stage is similar in both algorithms and it is based on the comparison ofthe solution obtained
by solving the original problem on two different grids: a fine and a coarse grid (Grids of levei 2
and I, respectively). lnitially, the fine grid is constructed by the bissection of each interval of
the coarse one. The nodes in the levei 1 grid, that do not satisfy the error criterium, are grouped
together with the levei 2 nodes placed between them, to form the subdomains over which the
adaptive subproblems are generated and then solved.

2.2 Stage 11- Adaptive Integration of the Subproblems

The second stage refers to the actual adaptive procedure that is different for each algorithm
studied in this work.

2.2.1 Grid Refinement Method (GRM)

This adaptive procedure is based on the work presented by Guiné [3], that generates subproblems
ofincreasing refinement levei, by repeating the procedure described in Stage 1, until every node in
every grid verifies the tolerance condition associated with the erro r estimated by the expression:

EUj,k+1 = Wh},k+1 - W2h},k+1; j = 1,,",N Pn-l, i= 1,''', NPDE (6)

ln this case, EUj,k+1 represents the approximation to the spatial error, in a node j af a grid of

refinement levei n; Wh},k+1 and W2h},k+1 are the approximations to the component i of the
solution: obtained thraugh integration between the times tk and tk+1' on the finer (levei n) and
the coarser (levei n-l) grids, respectively; N Pn-l is the number of nodes in the grid of levei n-l;
and N P D E is the number of partial differential equations of the problem.

The subdomains of levei n+l are obtained by joining ali nodes n-l that satisfy the tolerance
condition:

1EUj,k+1 I> TOLi; i=I,"',NPDE (7)

ln each refinement procedure, the profiles of the solution are computed by interpolation af

the profiles of levei 2, at ali the intermediary positions.

2.2.2 Moving Mesh Method (MMM)

ln this method, the subproblems are generated in Stage 1 and solved by a two step procedure:

1. Conversion of the problem to a moving set of coordinates by the relation:

ü = u.,. + Uz' i (8)

2. lnclusion of a moving grid differential equation in the transformed problem, that originates
the dynamical problem that we want to solve.

!I
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The Moving Mesh Equations used here were deduced by Petzold [6], by generalization of a
scheme developed by Hyman [4]. ln this case, the velocities i are chosen to minimize the time
rate of change of U and z in the new coordinates. The nodal movement is smoothed by the
addition of a penalty function to the minimization, which attempts to give neighbouring nodes
nearly equal velocities. Thus Z for the node j satisfies:

(9)

(10)

The quadratic equation in Z can be minimized in each mesh point. Therefore, for À > O, (9)
leads to

., ( Zj - Zj-l Zj+! - Zj )Q • Zj + Uj • Uzj + À· ( .. F - ( . -)2 = OzJ - ZJ-l ZJ+l - zJ

Here, Q is a positive scaling para meter, usually set to 1. The effect of the penalty term is similar
to an extra diffusionaI factor that smoothes out differences in the mesh velocities and tries to

keep points from crossing, but it does not entirely eliminates these crossings.
AdditionalIy, it is introduced an adjustement of the time step to prevent node crossings and

a final redefinition strategy of the levei 2 base grid that locally refines the intervals where the
spatial step exceeds a predetermined value: ~z > ~ZMAX, by equidistributing two additional
nodes, or moves away nodes that get too e10sefrom one another: ~z < ~ZMIN.

2.3 Boundary Conditions Treatment in the Generated Subproblems

2.3.1 Introduction of Artificial Dirichlet 'Conditions (GRM)

The GRM algorithm is coupled with a strategy for the treatment of boundary conditions in the
refinement subproblems that simply defines fixed Dirichlet conditions on each internal bound.
Every spatial derivative is computed exactly as in the general problem and the positions of each
bound, for the refinement leveI n+l (for n = 2,"',NMAX -1, where NMAX is the maximum
refinement levei allowed in relation to the local spatial steps defined in the levei 1 grid) are
coincident with the positions of the first nodes of levei n-l that verify the specified tolerance.
The constant value of the boundary conditions is given by the solution obtained in the integration
over the levei n-l grid. This kind of procedure is very simpie and prevents discontinuities on the
overall profiles but tends to introduce significative errors in the solution.

2.3.2 Variable Boundary Conditions (MMM)

For the MMM algorithm, it is adopted a more complex procedure that allows a semi-free evolu
tion of the soIution on the internal boundaries. This temporal evolution is only constricted by
the spatial derivatives estimation operation on the boundary (and internally adjacent) nodes,
that uses the time evolution of the solution on the externally adjacent nodes to the subdomains,
computed on the static integration step of the original problem. The selection of these nodes
depends on the finite difference formula chosen and the relative position of the subdomain in the
overall domain. The temporal profiles are approximated by linear interpolation. When possible,
the estimation formula for the evaluation of the spatial derivatives is the same for every node in
the subdomains (internal or boundary nodes). This procedure does not garantee the continuity
af the overall profile because the solution over the bounds is allowed to change significantly (as
it's computed by static or dynamic integration). So, this procedure is actually an iterative strat
egy, where convergence is only reached when a specific tolerance is verified on both boundaries
af each dynamic subproblem.
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The algorithms briefiy described in this section are resumed in Figure 1.l
Figure 1: Schematic resume of the adaptive numErical algorithms.

3 Numerical Results

The two adaptíve algoríthms descríbed ín the prevíous sectíon were applíed to the solutíon oftwo
problems: a escalar parabolíc/hyperbolíc P.D.E. and a system of two P.D.E.'s. The quality ofthe
results: defined by the profiles precísíon and the computational effort demanded, is established
by comparison with the results obtained wíth a formulatíon of the Moving Fínite Elements
Method (MFEM) developed by Duarte [1]: based on Hermíte polynomials approximations. The
software designed for the application of every algorithm analised in this work, was executed
in the same computer: a Workstation SUN Sparcstation of archítecture RISC with 16 Mb of
RAM memory.

3.1 Example 1: Plug-Difusional Reactor

This model [1] simulates the startup of an isothermal tubular reactor: subjected to a ~tep
disturbance in the reagent concentration of the feed stream. The reagent is consum:<f I~ a
homogeneous first order reaction A --+ B and it ís assumed that the infiuence ofaxial dJffusIOJl
can not be neglected. Thus: the problem is the following microscopic mass balance:

óu 1 ó2u óu
- = - . - - - - Da . u
ót P€ óz2 óz

(11)

wíth the boundary conditions: óu1~,t) = p€ . (u - 1) and ót,t) = O:

and the initial condition: u(z: O) = O... pedet
Here: u ís the concentration of component A and Da and P€ are the Damkholer and .

adímensíonal numbers, respectively.
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3.1.1 Grid Refinement Method

The Peclet's number (Pe) quantifies,the relation between the convective and difusional mech
anisms that describe the movement of the reactive fluid inside the reactor. If the value of Pe

is small, difusion is dominant, so the disturbance massic wave introduced at the initial time
tends to spread through the spatial domain (the length of the reactor) with a comparative lower
velocity and the total time needed for the system to reach a steady-state is longer.

For large values of Pe the flow is mainly convective, thus diffusion has Iimited influence
on mass displacement and the fluid movement assumes mainly plug-flow behaviour. The wave
propagates with hardly any distortion on its shape and the front gradients tend to be infinite
due to the initial step disturbance injected in the system, in spite of being slightly smoothed by
the little diffusion effect that still remains. In this case, Pe = 104, thus the behaviour of the
massic wave is mainly convective and the moving fronts generated are abrupto

The conditions of the run are the following: centered finite difference formula with five
points, for the spatial discretization; linear interpolations, for the evaluation of the solution
on the higher leveI grids; method's tolerance fixed at 1 X 10-3; maximum rennement leveI of
NMAX = 9; and the initial base grid of first leveI defined as an equidistributed grid with 41
nades.

By the anaIysis of the results (vd. Figures 2 and 3) it can be noticed that the thickness
of the fronts is slightly higher than expected, due to numerical dissipation. Overall the results
are acceptable but demand an initial base grid relatively dense and still very slight oscillations
are noticible on the upper section of the fronts that desappear with the time integration. The
use of linear interpolation is more suitable to reproduce the large and brusque variations on the
profiles spatial gradients, originated by the existence of the abrupt front.

The refinement activity of the base grids is very intense (vd. Figure 3) and the refinement
profiles follow the propagation movement of the abrupt massic front.

-o. • G.2 Q.4 •.• 1.1 , .
Figure 2: Concentration profiles. Figure 3: REfinement distribution.

l

3.1.2 Moving Mesh Method

The present example was also solved by the Moving Mesh Algorithm with the following con
ditions and parameters: five points centered spatial discretization; linear interpolations for the
grid redefinitions; tolerance 1 x 10-4; initial non-uniform first leveI grid with 16 nodes mainly
concentrated on the feeding area (z ::::: O); ÂZMIN = 1 X 10-5 and ÂZMAX = 7 X 10-3; and
viscosity factor>. = 0.75.

From the results obtained and presented in Figures 4 and 5, we notiee some minar instability
at the upper section of the fronts for earlier times. These disturbances are smoothed with time
and eventually disappear for later steps. The method is able to develop very abrupt fronts that
are similar to the ones presented by Duarte [1] using a MFEM formulation. The evolution of
the dynamic second leveI grid in time (without considering any additional nodes introduced) is
showed in Figure 5 and it is visible that the nodes follow the massic wave propagation.
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The sudden variations of the spatial gradients are correctly reproduced by the linear inter
polations. On the other end, it is verified that the definition of a small !::J.ZMAX is essential in
order to maintain the stability of the upper section of the profiles near the front. Thus, the
computational effort increases dramatically through the integration, due to the need of building
very dense grids. 50, the integration of the fixed grids in Stage I, becomes the limiting factor of
the procedure, leading to relatively high computational times for the run execution.

u

u
••

U 1.4 U U
••

D.2

D..2 U U 1.1
..••

Figure 4: Concwtration profile$. Figure 5: Temporal evolution of the grid.

3.1.3 Comparison of the Numerical Performance Obtained by Each AIgorithm

ln Table 1, we compare the numerical perfomance of the presented case (A) with a diffusional
example (Case B - P€ = 102) that does not represent any major difficulty in its solution, due
to the smoothness of the profiles. The GRM provides identical results than the MFEM, using
a very small amount of computational effort. Thus, for the this example solved in the Case B
conditions (mainly difusional problem), GRM reveals to be the most effective algorithm.

For Case A, GRM and MMM proved to be faster than the MFEM. However, it is visible
the influence of numerical dissipation in the GRM results. On the other end, MMM gives very
accurate results reproducing the shape and movement of the abrupt massic fronts and proving
to be the most effective algorithm for the solution of this example.

Table 1: Computational pe.rformance.s for €xampl€ 1.

Case 11 M€thod II Tcpu(s)
A G.R.M. 7368.6

(P€ = 104) M.M.M. 7000.7
M.E.F.M. [1] 10436.2

G.R.M. 707.4

M.E.F.M. [1] 5927.5

3.2 Example 2: Flame Propagation

The second problem [1, 6] is a model of flame propagation that consists of two coupled equations

for mass density and temperature. lnitially, a ramp disturbance in the temperature is introd~:
in the system, on the right boundary of the spatial domain. Therefore, the problem is descn ,
by the following partial differential system:

(12)

(li!)
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b· h b d d' . &u1° t) O &v~Ot) O óu(l,t) O dsu Ject to t e oun ary con Ihons: z' = : z' = , -ri- = an
v(l, t) = 0.2 + O.O~02 for t S 0.0002 or v(l, t) = 1.2 for t> 0.0002;
and the initial conditions: u(z, O)= 1 and v(z, O)= 0.2.

Here, u is the fuel mass density and v represents the flame temperature.

3.2.1 Grid Refinement Method

The problem presented above was solved by the GRM algorithm under the foIlowing conditions:
five points centered finite difference formula for the spatial discretization on both variables (u

and v); tolerance - 1 X 10-2 for both variables; linear interpolations; and an uniform first levei
base grid with 21 nodes.

The resuIts obtained are presented in Figures 6-8. We notice that the profiles show two
anomalous features: the propagation speed of the waves depends directly on the basic temporal
step (Lit) and the thickness of the moving fronts is practicaIly nilI. The errors generate two
opposing behaviours:

1. A visible delay in the wave movement, due to the excessive low density of spatial base grid
(NP1 = 21).

2. An artificial advance of the waves promoted by the anticipation of their effect over each
refinement subproblem.

u
,••

LU
u u ~u !

: i \ Io U Q.4 D.I D.I

Figure 6: Mass density profiles (uJ.

,-,.....

,, •.. DA

1.4

lJ.

",
I

..• a.•ua

. ..•••u••

Figure 7: Temperature profiles (vJ.

Figure 8: Refinement distribution.

The definition of fixed Dirichlet boundary conditions in the integration of the refinement
subproblems over grids of levei greater or equal than 3, induces the introduction of the moving
fronts disturbance effect on the right boundary of these subdomains at the initial instant of each
time step. Thus, by increasing the refinement levei, the algorithm promotes a left displacement
on the refinament profiles in relation to the original third levei subdomain selected in Stage I
(vd. Figure 8). Therefore: the procedure develops fronts af infinite gradient and pushes the
waves to the left in each refinement operation, which accelerates their propagatian speed.

ln this case. for Lit = 0.0012 the effect 1 is dominant. but if we decrease the Lit. the error
2 becomes the ~ast important factor. ln fact, for Lit = 0'.0006, the number of time ~teps (and
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the number of refinement operations) is high enough to push the waves until they already reach
the left boundary at Tfinal = 0.0060, which is manifestly incorrecto

3.2.2 Moving Mesh Method

The results obtained by the application of the MMM under the following conditions: five points
centered discretizations for both variables; tolerance 5 x 10-3 for both variables; initial base grid
nonuniform with 20 nodes, mainly concentrated near the left boundary; linear type interpola
tions; !::J.ZMIN = 1 X 10-4 and !::J.ZMAX = 1 X 10-2; and ,\ = 0.6, are depicted in Figures 9-12.

The algorithm reproduces correctly the wave shape and its movement (vd. Figures 9 and
10) and the propagation velocity is accurate. Again, the linear interpolations reveal to be the
best strategy in dealing with this kind of abrupt moving fronts. There is a slight overshoot on
the v profiles (vd. Figure 10) at earlier times, also visible in the results presented by Petzold
[6]for this example. Besides that, the solution profiles are very similar to the ones presented by

Duarte [1].
The dynamic grids (Figure 11 and 12) follow efficiently the wave propagation movement.

Both grids, associated with each variable u and vare very similar but not entirely coincident,
which significantly increases the total computational effort of the procedure, because it has to
be repeated for each variable and grid.

Again, it is verified a considerable number of nodal additions in the initial base grids, during
the advance of the temporal integration. As in the former problem, the static grids integration
becomes the limiting step of the algorithm evolution.

Figure 9: Mass dwsity profiles (u) . I

u

••

••

..

I.'

U

! 1

j

. =1 J i
u .

Iu _.;
•
• lU U DA •••

Figure 10: Temperature profiles (v).
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I

Figure 11: Temporal evolution o/ the grid (u).

.~~--"--"--'--
• 0JlCtt I.OC\:Z 0._ •.•••.•••.••

Figure 12: Temporal ~volution o/ the grid (v).

3.2.3 Comparison ofthe Numerical Performance Obtained by Each AlgorithDl,

ln Table 2 we resume the computational times obtained for each algorithm. The GRM algoritm:
is very fast but the precision of the results obtained is not satisfactory. On the other h~
the MMM results are very similar to the obtained by Duarte [1] with his formulation of t e

MFEM. However, the computational time for MMM is somewhat higher than the MFEM o~
Therefore, we can conclude that, overall, the MEFM algorithm is more effective for this exaJll
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but it is important to remind that this is a significantIy more complex procedure, from a formal

perspective.

Table 2: Computational performances for example 2.

Method 11 Tcpu(s)

G.R.M. 526.7
M.M.M. 12788.6

M.E.F.M. [1] 8226.9

4 Conclusions

From the solution of the examples presentes in this work, we can conclude that the GRM algo

rithm reveals some difficulties in des~ribing high gradient profiles and it may develop numerical
dissipation and some instability, mainly due to the simplicity and imprecision of the Dirichlet

boundary treatment strategy for the refinement subproblems. On the other hand, GRM is a

very robust and efficient method for models that involve relatively smooth profiles.

The MMM algorithm is very suitable to reproduce moving abrupt fronts or waves. The
results obtained are very exact with hardly any numerical instability. The boundary condition

procedure coupled with the MMM algorithm, based on linear interpolations on time for the
nodes near the subdomains' boundaries proved to be effective and exact.

As it was expected linear interpolations are the most suitable to deal with abrupt fronts

characterized by large variations in space, on the solution profiles.
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